TS 700 STIHL Cutquik®
This cut-off machine is designed from top to bottom for
extended service cutting.

The 14” STIHL TS 700 cut-off machine is the powerhouse of the STIHL line. Designed for
superior handling during the toughest jobs, this machine features a powerful, high-speed engine,
large fuel capacity, five-point dual element vibration control system built right into the handle,
and a semi-automatic belt tensioner with an innovative ribbed belt. Its X2 filtration system is low
maintenance and cleans airflow with nearly 100 percent efficiency, reducing downtime for filter
maintenance. Each component on this machine was meticulously engineered with demanding
professionals in mind.

NOTE: Abrasive wheel included. Diamond wheel (shown) sold separately.
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Important Information
Improper use of any power tool may cause serious or fatal injury. Read, understand
and follow carefully the operating and safety instructions in your instruction manual before using
such products.
WARNING!

STIHL products sold through U.S. STIHL Dealers are for distribution in the United States
only.
Never use carbide-tipped, wood cutting or circular saw blades on cut-off machines.
They can cause severe personal injury or death from reactive forces, blade contact or thrown tips.
Never cut wood of any type.
WARNING!

Note: STIHL engine products with the Caring for Nature logo are cleaner than EPA Standards
for exhaust emissions.
Note: STIHL recommends use of fuel with no more than 10% Ethanol content. Using fuel with
greater than 10% Ethanol content may cause damage to your equipment and may void your
STIHL warranty. Learn More…
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